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Auchengavin GR347929.   I have descended Coille-eughain Hill several times in the last ten years to the track west of the house where this is a notice from the National Park pointing to a diversion around the house.   I had always found the diversion to be very poorly waymarked and the absence of a constructed path made it hard going – not a good example of how to do these things.   However, I was there again Saturday 29th May to find a deer fence has now been erected by the sign without any style or means of crossing – so walkers are directed to a fence.  I climbed over further along just by the farm building to check the route.  The land has been ditched and trees planted so whether or not there was a style installed its not really a viable route without significant other work.  I would suggest the LLTNP needs to remove the sign and way mark post and ensure the landowner is made aware of this and agrees that people should be able to follow the track by their house.   Altneratively whoever did the planting needs to erect a style and create a proper path.
	Bridge over River Falloch at Beinn Ghlas Farm.   This now has a sign on it saying it is locked at 11pm and looks very hard to climb over.    This is wrong.  Landowners should not be able to bar access to or from the hills at night.   It would be quite reasonable to stop cars coming into the campsite at night – due to noise – but a facility needs to be given for pedestrian access.
Ben An access route.   While I realised after visiting a week ago that MCofS had issued information about the closure of the main Ben An car park there is no obvious sign posting on the ground at the closed car park advising people to go to the Ben Venue carpark and the alternative route from there.   Walking by the Ben An carpark on the bank holiday weekend two cars stopped and asked us where to go and one decided to head home when we did not know the answer.   There needs to be some signposting, preferably clearly visible to cars, which would solve the issue.
	At the South East corner of Loch Earn before it joins the river there is a no camping notice pinned to the west side of an oak tree right by the road which is contrary to the Scottish Outdoor Access Code.  The road here is close to the edge of the loch which has a gravel beach.  
Arden roundabout and access to Carrick golf course cycle way.   I understand this cycle way was a planning requirement when permission was granted for the golf course and it appears on your Core Path Plan.   It is a far superior route to the cycle track/pavement alongside the A82 in terms of quality of the experience but appears hardly used.  Having visited the site on Saturday 27th I would make following points:
	There is no signage at the Arden roundabout, either for cars or bikes, to indicate there is a car park or access to a cycle route/footpath alongside the loch

There is a cycle sign near the start of the minor road that leads to the Inchmurrin ferry which is turned the wrong way.
There is still a sign at the car park indicating there is a cycle route though neither this or the car park looks maintained
A little further down the road to the ferry by the chalets there is a handpainted sign saying “no unauthorised access”  It does not make it clear that this is for cars and it could be interpreted as being aimed at walkers or cyclists.  I found it off-putting, a feeling re-inforced when a dog ran out at me from the chalets on my way back.
A few metres on on the left is a track which goes onto the golf course.  I started down it as I did not know if it was the cycle track or not.   I returned and found a sign that said “no access and had an arrow on it followed by “cycle path” was half hidden in vegetation.   The sign of course is contrary to the SOAC but at least the arrow gave an idea where the path was.
	The turnoff just before the Inchmurrin ferry has no signposting – I probably walked 200m before reaching the first sign indicating it was the cycle path.   Lovely too and thereafter signage was much better, with further waymarking and some really positive signs about litter by the Carrick Nature reserve.
I probably walked for 20 minutes and in that time saw nobody.   In the two minutes it took to walk each way from my a layby to the roundabout I saw two single and two pairs of cyclists taking the route alongside the road.   This of course is now the national cycle route and waymarking appears ever few 100m.   In my view its an immeasurably inferior route.   What I cannot understand is why the National Park appears not to be providing any signage to the other path which provides a so much better walking and cycling experience?   Given the path is on the core path plan, and rightly so, surely it should have positive signposting and the misleading signs should be removed?   A friend of mine who writes guidebooks says he wrote to the LLTNP several years ago about this but nothing was done.    


